Poetry & Songs Writing prompts

60 creative writing prompts with images

Using these cards

There are sixty quotes total.
Print, project, or use these
cards digitally for any number
of occasions:

➢As bellringers for weekly
creative writing
➢As a creative writing station
➢To jumpstart oral storytelling
➢As a discussion starter for
themes and devices
across genres

Encourage low-risk creative writing!

Differentiate with levels of brainstorming or modes of expression

Presentation Options

ONE QUOTE VERSION:
Students could write about the
quote as a bellringer, at a
creative writing station.

TWO QUOTES VERSION:
Students choose one quote to
write from. Afterwards, they
could compare quotes and
stories for theme, literary
devices, and more.

LOW-PRINT VERSION:
Both sets (one or two quotes)
are available without the
distraction of an image. Use for
low-print or low-stimuli.

Frequently Asked Questions
Are these ready for Distance Learning/Digital Classrooms?
Yes! There is a fully-digital version available using Google Slides. Students can enter their writing directly
onto the appropriate slide.
What age range would these work best for?
These are great for 6th-12th grade. The quotes are short, so they are often very easy to understand. You’ll
see a lot of range in the complexities of student responses to the prompts, though, based on age and
maturity.
Do I have to use these during my poetry unit?
Nope! I like to use these throughout the year as part of my normal variety of bellringers. For example, you
could use these every Friday as a creative writing warm-up. You could also choose the ones using irony
to use with the short stories “The Lottery” or “The Story of an Hour.” They are very versatile!
Do you have students complete all of these?
I don’t. Sometimes, I choose one for everyone to respond to and sometimes, I give students a choice of
3-4 and have them share responses in small groups. I think students would get bored if I presented these
one a day for sixty days!
Can I print these 4 to a page?
Absolutely! And I encourage it. ☺

